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Hello everyone and welcome to The Vortex where lies and falsehoods are trapped and 
exposed. I’m Michael Voris.

One of the recurring themes we touch on here at ChurchMilitant.TV is the battle for the 
heart of the Church in North America.  It’s a question of vision really.

The predominant forces .. the prevailing attitude of much of the Catholic Church in 
America these days is a kind of soft-peddle milquetoast lukewarm don’t be offensive 
approach to the world  .. and in so adopting THIS style .. a disaster has befallen the faith.

The style is rooted in a philosophy that the best way to bring people to the faith is to not 
be too zealous about the faith. Which is a little crazy when you think about it.

When you aren’t zealous about what you are saying to people .. people don’t listen .. not 
in any measurable manner anyway. And if your motive for downplaying and watering 
down everything is so as not too cause or give offense ..  that’s beyond crazy, it’s plain ol’ 
stupid.

Think about by analogy .. General Motors .. running a multi-million dollar ad campaign 
the conclusion of which is .. we like our cars, but Ford and Chrysler aren’t so bad either. 
And in some ways .. we think you might be better off with a Toyota or Honda.

This is what too many leaders in the Church in west are doing these days.  

For the most part .. the days of extreme liberalism represented in bishops like Roger 
Mahoney and Joseph Bernardin and Rembert Weakland .. and their ilk .. for the most part 
.. that hard line modernism is fading.

But what has replaced it .. the spawn of those leaders .. is a soft modernism .. just as 
dangerous in many ways .. just not as visible.  And this soft modernism is the going 
currency in much of the Church today.

The bottom line of it is simply – “it’s good to be Catholic, but if you aren’t, not that big 
of a deal.”

So things overtly Catholic are sneered at and downplayed by many people in the Church. 
Take for example, belief in the real presence.

One way in which belief in the Real Presence is taught is through reverence .. and that 
means reverence and discretion in who is being allowed to receive Holy Communion, but 
also reverence in reception of Our Lord Body and Blood.

And this is why an email we received over the weekend is so disturbing.  We told the 
parties in involved we would keep their identities private and just highlight the major 
points of their experience.
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A family had had to move from a parish to parish because when their young .. meaning 
around 10 years old .. boys are serving Mass .. they kneel down to receive Holy 
Communion.  

When they did this .. the priest refused them Holy Communion.  Too bad they weren’t 
pro-abortion Catholic politicians, they would not only have gotten Holy Communion, 
they could have had lunch afterwards as well.

But here’s the topper from the email from the boys’ father .. “When we got home 
from Mass that morning, my wife had an email in her inbox that 
stated our boys were no longer scheduled to serve at any 
Masses.”

And see, this is the state of affairs in the Church these days .. as the dad told us .. its like a 
Catholic Twilight Zone.

This is the sort of thing you get when the atmosphere has so poisoned and polluted that a 
priest feels perfectly at home humiliating 10 year old boys .. in public .. during Mass .. 
for showing reverence for the Blessed Sacrament.

And please, spare us the .. well, we need uniformity and equal participation so no one 
looks holier than anyone else soft modernist speak.  

You know we agree .. have EVERYONE get on their knees to receive the King of 
Kings .. then you’ll have your precious conformity.

Ah, but see, that could never be approved, because it would be interpreted as possibly 
offensive to other faiths - that we Catholics actually believe or at least show that we are 
somehow different from the rest of the crowd.

And that single point there is the total summary of soft-modernism - That Catholicism is 
little else than just one belief among many .. and for crying out loud, don’t rock the 
ecumenical boat.

We American Catholics need to blend in and not hurt people’s feelings and appear that 
what we teach or believe is any significant way superior to these other man made creeds.

And of course, it doesn’t really matter at the end of the day because we can have a 
reasonable hope that the whole blessed world goes to Heaven and no one goes to Hell – 
so get up off your knees little boys, you’re creating a spectacle.

We aren’t denying this is Jesus Christ under the form of bread and wine – we are just 
saying, IF it is – it’s really nice and we don’t want to upset people with that news.

So we will give him to heretical murderous politicians and defy our own Canon Law in 
the process because we are fair-minded and inclusive and all that.  
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But we will crush your little 10 year bodies under our mighty ecclesiastical and episcopal 
authority if you try to advance the singular truth .. any singular truth of the Catholic 
faith .. my daring to have the audacity to show any reverence for those truths beyond 
what WE have decided you may show.

So get up little boys .. this is the American Patriotic Church .. where we don’t kneel to the 
Real Presence of Jesus Christ .. but we do bow to the culture of inclusion and false 
ecumenism every chance we get.

Pray for these young boys that they will not have lasting scars from this abuse and pray 
for those members of the clergy .. many of them who have drunk the poison of 
Americanism and care more for their image and budgets than the authentic faith.

GOD Love you,

I’m Michael Voris
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